Jeep sway bar

What is a sway bar? Sway bars are also known by the name stabilizer bars or could be called
anti-roll bars as well. While in your head you may be thinking of major events and spectacular
crashes, these also help your vehicle during normal events like cornering. While cornering, a
sway bar helps to stop the vehicle from leaning which could lead to a dangerous roll. The sway
bar attaches to the chassis and really connects the whole car from the left to right which adds
stability as a whole. It seems obvious that you would want sway bars for certain types of driving
like taking your Jeep off-roading, however sway bars are a bit more complicated than that and
can act differently in different situations. Sway bars can make changes to how your vehicle
handles both when driving in your normal everyday life and when you take it off road as well.
These situations are when you see vehicles rolling over after an aggressive turn. Basically, a
small amount of this kind of activity is not a bad thing, but a lot of this kind of activity is a
horrible thing. What sway bars aim to do They may be known as stabilizer bars, or even anti-roll
or anti-sway bars is to try to compensate against that weight distribution going awry. When a
vehicle corners, it is a big weight shift that the suspension tries to adjust to and sway bars help
make that happen. Then the sway bar kicks in to function to start fighting against that
imbalance. Even when talking about sway bars, there are differences in the way that they go
about their job. Someone who is driving a race car would have a very stiff sway bar. For
vehicles like Jeeps or other models that go off-roading a lot, you probably want a fairly flexible
sway bar. That flexibility is going to allow you to take on rough terrain with more confidence, as
the sway bar will keep your Jeep or other vehicle safe from the fear of tipping over. A sway bar
can also improve the handling of your vehicle through sharp quick corners. One interesting fact
that is lesser known about sway bars is that they can be installed in the front or rear of a vehicle
to help with the stability of cornering. Regardless of where you put it, this is not something that
is going to greatly affect your handling in normal situations. There are also models of sway bars
that can be disconnected and there are others that are adjustable depending on certain
conditions. There are certain models of vehicles which are known for the ease in which they flip
over. One example would be the Jeep Wrangler. Almost all Wranglers now feature stabilizer
bars in 2 places â€” the front and back so that they can improve their steering capabilities and
make sure that they do not flip over easily. Jeeps can use two types of sway bars, either solid or
tubular. A lot of people favor solid sway bars, however tubular can be used as well. Stock sway
bars should be fine for Jeep vehicles, however some consumers are always looking for the best
products. There are various sway bars sold by different companies that can be even better at
protecting your vehicle than the stock variety. These aftermarket sway bars tend to be more
durable and be a better product overall than the stock sway bars that you generally find. This
would generally depend on the retailer, so make sure to do your homework before buying any
product out there. There are differences between front and rear sway bars when adding them to
your Jeep chassis. Front sway bars are the best at controlling the initial distribution when you
are heading into a curve. Their problem would be that they understeer at the end of the curve.
The back sway bars can tend to oversteer at the initial curve point however. If you are having
these problems, you may simply need to update the system that you have so it works for you or
you may need to upgrade to a nicer product. Some people think that with leaf springs you could
go without a sway bar. While that is technically true, you really need to have a sway bar for
off-roading for the safety of yourself and your vehicle. Disconnecting sway bars seem to be a
confusing idea. One great example of this is a Rubicon which allows the user to disconnect the
front sway bar with one button push. That is going to allow for some extra flexibility and
maneuverability to help you get around tricky obstacles and any sticky situations that you
might encounter. Disconnecting sway bars can do a lot to help when you need your Jeep to
have great cornering but you also need to be a flexible off-roading monster. A lot of these
recommendations are outweighed by knowing your vehicle well and knowing exactly what you
are going to be putting it through so that you can get maximum performance. One great
solution for Jeep owners who are looking for a flexible solution is adjustable sway bars. This is
usually a version of a disconnecting sway bar but can also be a normal pair. These sway bars
have the ability to go up in size in case you make changes to your Jeep in the future. If you buy
adjustable Jeep sway bars; your end links on your sway bars will still fit to attach the
suspensions correctly. Adjustable sway bars are usually the best purchase because you are
able to do a lot more with them. You can find John stringing a hammock from the back of his
SUV to a tree camping in the outdoors most weekends during warmer weather. John loves the
outdoors and the freedom four-wheel-drive vehicles offer. When it comes to trucks, Ford makes
the best. Ford specializes in making trucks, and they have perfected the formula over the years.
From the F to the Ranger all the way up to the Ford Heavy Certain aspects are considered
during the manufacturing of any vehicle, one of them being the vehicle's towing capacity. If
you've reached the limits of your trucks current towing capacity you be Skip to content. What Is

a Sway Bar? Sway Bars and Your Jeep There are certain models of vehicles which are known
for the ease in which they flip over. The tubular bars are empty inside and therefore are a lot
lighter than their solid counterparts. Disconnecting Sway Bars Disconnecting sway bars seem
to be a confusing idea. Adjustable Sway Bars One great solution for Jeep owners who are
looking for a flexible solution is adjustable sway bars. Popular Jeep Sway Bar Upgrades. The
RockJock Antirock sway bar kit provides balanced performance of front and rear suspension
for rugged off-road conditions. It gives the driver increased traction by balancing and
distributing the weight and traction over all four tires. The Antirock off road sway bar is
designed to directly replace the stock Jeep sway bar. This bar is made of SAE heat treated steel
for ultimate strength, which is the same quality used in professional off-road competition sway
bars. This kit includes all components for installation including, the sway bar, semi-gloss black
powder coated bolt-on steel frame brackets, delron bushings, semi-gloss black powder coated
arms, adjustable length heim jointed sway bar links, necessary hardware, and step-by-step
instructions. Unit bolts into existing holes in the bottom of the frame rail and attaches to the
stock mounts on the vehicle's axle housing. The RockJock Antirock sway bar does not need to
be disconnected for off-road use. This sway bar may be used on the street, however, it will not
provide the same handling characteristics as the stock setup. Continue Reading. April 27, â€” A
Jeep sway bar lawsuit alleges the electronic disconnect fails and forces the owner to drive their
Jeep or Ram vehicle on highways and roads without the sway bar, creating dangerous driving
conditions. According to the class action lawsuit, these models are affected by electronic sway
bar disconnect problems. A sway bar, also called an anti-roll bar or stabilizer bar, is part of the
suspension and helps to keep the truck or SUV level, especially when the vehicle leans on
turns. The sway bar applies upward force on one side while applying downward force on the
other side, helping to keep the vehicle level. A sway bar isn't much good when the Jeep or Ram
is used off-road, but during routine driving on roads and highways the sway bars are important
safety features. According to the sway bar lawsuit, increasing " articulation allows the vehicle to
keep all four tires in contact with the ground on rough terrain, which in turn provides better
stability and traction. Because articulation is one of the most important factors in determining if
the Jeep or Ram can get over an obstacle, off-road drivers typically choose to disconnect the
sway bars. The plaintiffs who sued say Fiat Chrysler FCA US markets electronic sway bar
disconnect switches on the Jeeps and Rams, giving drivers the ability to connect or disconnect
the sway bars simply by flipping dash-mounted switches. However, the class action alleges the
electronic sway bar disconnect is defective because an electronic circuit board for the sway bar
disconnect is in a housing with seals that are prone to failure. In addition, the circuit board is
allegedly located in an area that gets wet when driving in rain or over puddles. Water or
contaminants enter through the housing seals and causes malfunctions of the electronic sway
bar disconnect, causing failure of the sway bar to reconnect. The plaintiffs claim Chrysler has
known about the alleged sway bar problems since but refuses to do anything to repair the sway
bar disconnect defects. Alleging the design of the electronic sway bar disconnect is "
stunningly bad ," the lawsuit says Jeep and Ram customers are stuck driving vehicles with
electronic actuator mechanisms and circuit boards located in housings with defective seals that
fail. The lawsuit says the actuator part number for all the Jeeps is AC. But allegedly making
things even worse, there is limited circuit board electrical insulation in proximity to the metal
housing, making the components easy targets for liquids. Additionally, FCA allegedly tells
customers the Jeeps and Rams have a water fording depth of 30 inches. Thus, even though the
vehicles are advertised to be able to drive through water that partially, if not fully, submerges
the sway bar actuator housing, the housings still fail in conditions much less extreme, such as
those found on normal wet roads. The class action lawsuit argues Chrysler should establish a
program to repair the sway bar problems or buy back the Jeep SUVs and Ram trucks. The Jeep
sway bar lawsuit was filed in the U. Jeep and Ram electronic sway bar disconnects allegedly fail
from water entering through the seals. The Raptor Series sway bar kits provide balanced
performance of front and rear suspension for rugged off road conditions. The front and rear
sway bar kit installed will provide proper weight distribution, and proper weight balance to all 4
tires. The sway bar kit is a direct replacement for the stock sway bars, and are constructed of
SAE heat treated steel for maximum strength, which is the same quality found in professional
off-road competition sway bars. View Larger Image. If you have any questions about our
products, feel free to call our experts at or go to our Contact Page to message us. Sway Bar
Kits. Please start by selecting your Vehicle above. If you know our part number click here.
Description Reviews Fitments The Raptor Series sway bar kits provide balanced performance of
front and rear suspension for rugged off road conditions. Features steel arms. Completely
bolt-on direct replacement. Provides increased traction without need to disconnect. Sway bar
does not need to be disconnected for off-road use. Limited two-year manufacturer warranty.

Vehicle specific fitment to ensure that the part is right for your vehicle. This sway bar may be
used on the street but it will not provide the same handling characteristics as the stock setup.
Only registered customers can rate. Shop With Confidence. Facebook Login Google Login
Login. Every vehicle suspension includes:. Wheels and Tires. They also absorb the shock from
small bumps and other road irregularities. Shocks or struts. While the spring cushions the jolt
when a vehicle hits a bump, the shock absorber or strut, a cylinder filled with a thick oil,
absorbs the energy from the same bump, which causes the vehicle to stop bouncing. Steering
system. The steering system translates driver inputs from the steering wheel into
back-and-forth movement of the wheels. Linkages, bushings, and joints. Every suspension
includes numerous linkages solid parts such as control arms and other rods to keep the wheels
properly positioned as the vehicle moves, and bushings and joints to connect the linkages
while allowing the right amount of movement. The answer goes back to that guess above, that a
sway or actually anti-sway bar tends to keep the car from swaying or more precisely, from
leaning to one side or the other. That is what a sway bar does: prevent body lean. A sway bar
does nothing at all unless the vehicle is inclined to lean to one side, but when it does start to
lean which usually means the vehicle is turning â€” every car or truck tends to lean to the
outside of a turn , the sway bar applies force to the suspension on each side, upward on one
side and downward on the other, that tends to resist the leaning. Every sway bar is a torsion
spring â€” a piece of metal that resists twisting force. The sway bar is attached at each end, one
end to one wheel and at the other end to the opposite wheel both fronts or both rears so that in
order for the wheel on one side to be higher than that on the other the bar has to twist. The
sway bar resists that twist, tending to restore the wheels to the same height, and the vehicle to
level. For one thing, it can be uncomfortable, disconcerting, or even dangerous for a vehicle to
roll too much in turns. But there are downsides to installing rigid sway bars. The sway bar
resists this movement, applying force to keep the wheels at the same height. So a car with a
stiff sway bar that hits such a bump will either feel stiffer as if it had very stiff springs on the
side with the bump, will lift the tire off the road on the other side, or both. Vehicles that
encounter high turning forces and in which maximizing tire grip is critical, but that tend to be
driven on smooth roads, tend to use large, strong sway bars. High-powered cars like the Ford
Mustang are often equipped with thick front and rear sway bars, and even thicker and stiffer
bars are available on the aftermarket. On the other hand, off-road vehicles like the Jeep
Wrangler, which need to be able to negotiate large bumps, have less rigid sway bars and
dedicated off-roaders sometimes remove their bars entirely. The Mustang feels solid on the
track and the Jeep stays poised in rough terrain, but have them change places and neither
performs as well: the Mustang feels much too rough over rocky terrain while the Jeep rolls
easily when turned hard. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Brakes,
Steering and Suspension Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services,
including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to
you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over
2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Brakes, Steering and Suspension Inspection
Cost. Service Location. Every vehicle suspension includes: Wheels and Tires. Springs protect
the passengers and cargo from larger bumps. The purpose of a sway bar The answer goes back
to that guess above, that a sway or actually anti-sway bar tends to keep the car from swaying or
more precisely, from leaning to one side or the other. How a sway bar works Every sway bar is a
torsion spring â€” a piece of metal that resists twisting force. Why use a sway bar? Home
Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be
independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair
Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Brakes, Steering and Suspension
Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Manuel 12 years of experience. Request
Manuel. Manuel was excellent to work with. It was obvious that he was very experienced. He
was able to diagnose the problems with my vehicle very quickly. It was a pleasure to do
business with him. Manuel was very timely. He was neat in appearance and well spoken. He
diagnosed my problem in a short time and performed the other inspections. Thank you and he
for the good service. Attila 19 years of experience. Request Attila. Attila is very knowledgeable
and honest. He was able to show me the poor work done by my regular mechanic. This
information will assist me in assuring the needed repairs are made under warranty. I would
recommend Atilla highly. Alfred 13 years of experience. Request Alfred. Alfred was before time!
He was insightful and very helpful he even switched out my battery super quick. Jeffrey 16
years of experience. Request Jeffrey. Jeffrey Abreu was very knowledgeable and kind, as
demonstrated by his passion to educate his customers regarding his evaluation and diagnosis.
Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. Doing Doing the extra bit of research it takes to save
a few bucks here and there is common practice to most of us. On the other hand, when our

wallet feels fatter than normal, we tend to spend more Read more. What do these terms mean?
The spring is the suspension component that holds the vehicle up and cushions it and its
occupants and Every car, truck, and SUV has a suspension, the collection of parts that holds
the car off the ground, cushions passengers and cargo from bumps, Related questions When I
start my Honda Accord gas just pours out and it looks like it's coming from the square box
looking thing on the driver Hello, thank you for writing in. There are several components in the
fuel system that will only be pressurized when the vehicle is running. The best way to find the
leak is with a visual inspection. From there you can What type of gasoline should I use? Your
car runs on gasoline. However, not all gas types are created equal. Your engine is rated to use
gas with an octane rating of 87 or higher octane Fuel gauge stopped working and now gas tank
won't let me pump more than a few gallons at a time. The refueling problem is due to the fill pipe
in the tank. The fill pipe has a smaller hose inside of the larger pipe which keeps you from
overfilling the tank. If someone tried to siphon fuel from your vehicle Browse other content.
Schedule your Brakes, Steering and Suspension Inspection today! Brakes, Steering and
Suspension Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. Skip to main content of over 1,
results for "jeep cherokee sway bar link". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter
results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results
below. Enter a new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Amazon's Choice for jeep cherokee sway
bar link. FREE Shipping. Only 17 left in stock - order soon. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only
5 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering
menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon
Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon.
Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal
Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology
Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's
Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. SwayLOC is the original dual-rate
sway bar that provides different control rates for off-road and on-road use. SwayLOC improves
balance and control while providing full articulation during off-road use. It also delivers near
OEM ride quality during on-road use that is more firm than the stock sway bar. The dual rates
are achieved through the use of two concentric torsion bars. SwayLOC uses a simple latching
mechanism to easily change between off-road and on-road use without having to struggle with
disconnect links or having to be on level ground. The proven cam latching system guarantees
that SwayLOC engages in the correct position for on-road use and disengages for off-road use
when chassis flex releases pressure on the latch. The Manual Flip a Lever version is simply
that, flip the lever on the latch rearward sets the latch to disengage for low off-road resistance.
Turning it off sets it to engage for high on-road resistance. The spring in the latch allows you to
select the operation by flipping the lever and the spring will pull the latch open or slide engaged
when it should. The remote-controlled version works using an air operated latch 1. Turning on
the lighted in-cab toggle switch automatically sets the latch to disengage for low off-road
resistance. Some aftermarket bumpers or skid plates might require modifications to allow
clearance for SwayLOC, however, it will work with stock bumper and lower valance. A
multi-piece linkage kit is included to create a variety of linkage lengths to fit most lift heights
from stock to over 10 inch. Notes 1. Requires an air supply with a minimum of 50 PSI to
disengage the latch. No air pressure is used to engage and sustain the latch for on-road use.
Add to Wishlist. This kit comes with aluminum brackets to mount SwayLOC in the stock sway
bar location. Details: Manual Option Wrangler TJ Improves balance and control Full articulation
during off-road use Delivers near OEM ride quality during on-road use More firm than the stock
sway bar Dual rates are achieved through the use of two concentric torsion bars Engages in the
correct position for on-road use and disengages for off-road use when chassis flex releases
pressure on the latch Spring in the latch allows you to select the operation by flipping the lever
and the spring will pull the latch open or slide engaged when it should Some aftermarket
bumpers or skid plates might require modifications Multi-piece linkage kit is included to create
a variety of linkage lengths to fit most lift heights from stock to over 10 inch. This website
stores cookies on your computer. These cookies are used to collect information about how you
interact with our website and allow us to remember you. We use this information in order to
improve and customize your browsing experience and for analytics and metrics about our

visitors both on this website and other media. To find out more about the cookies we use, see
our Privacy Policy. A single cookie will be used in your browser to remember your preference
not to be tracked. It also delivers near OEM ride quality during on-road use that is more firm
than the stock anti-swaybar. Requires an air supply with a minimum of 50 PSI to disengage the
latch. No air pressure is used to engage and sustain the latch
harley davidson evolution engine diagram
2011 acura tsx manual
1981 chevy truck value
for on-road use. Latest improvements include: Larger diameter torsion bars, offering greater
durability. Redesigned arms now clamp to the torsion bar easing assembly. New multi-link kit
provides parts for proper linkage length now and when you go to a taller lift. Grease port to lube
between inner and outer bars while assembled JK, JL and JT mounts now have grease ports to
lube the bushing to bar connection Linkages have been redesigned to use thru hole rod ends
for more reliability Rod ends now have teflon coating for increased noise and corrosion
resistance Features: Low resistance rate reduces body lean, enhancing off-road performance.
High resistance rate provides great on-road handling. Simple manual or optional remotely
controlled latching system. Keyed cam system ensures latch engages when vehicle is at proper
position. Heavy-duty steel and anodized aluminum construction. Graphite impregnated
polyurethane mounting bushings in TJ applications. All wear components are serviceable.

